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Abstract. Given a set of variable length records and their access probabilities, we address c.he 
probEem of allocating these records en a linear storage dlevice so as to minimize the expected seek 
time, A partial characterization of the optimnl arrangement isgiven and the general problem of 
finding an optimal solution is shown to be NP-hard. Next, two heuristics are considered ;ind 
performance bounds are derived for them. Although these bounds are not very l?ncomraging, both 
heuristics are found to perform well in practice. 
We consider the problem of ailocating a set of p1 records (RI, &, . . . , R,} cm an 
auxiliary storage device so as to minimize the average seek delay time. Let p a.nd E be 
functions such that p(i j and I(i) are respectively the access probabihty and the record 
length of record Ri. The problem is formullated under the assumption that record 
requests are served first-in-first-out (FIFO) and that consccutivs accesses are serially 
independent. Storage devices applicable to tour analyses include magnetic disks and 
tapes. 
An allocation or arrangement of the records is a permutation function 
$:/cl * ’ l n-J++ l l l n:j so that Rsti) is the record assigned to the &h position from the 
left. Let pi = &J(i)) and Zi = Z(S(i)). The expected seek cojst C(J) of a record access 
l(lor all lrequesfs beyond the first) may be written as 
C(S) = C Z w&i, i) (1) 
i i 
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where d(i, j) is the seek delay incurred in accessing the reco:rd at position j given that 
the record at position i was last accessed. 
Consider the problem of allocating a set of records to a magnetic tape. The length 
of a record represents units of distance the record occupies. The seek 1 ?lay function 
&(i, j) is easily seen to be 
(2) 
Clearly, &(i, j) + &(j, i) = li + lj + 2 Ci<k<j k- -1 I cubstituting in (1) and rearranging, 
we have the following expected seek cost function C,(S): 
Cr(S)=zPili+2Zli(~i~j)(~i~j). 
i i 
If the storage device is a single head magnetic disk, the length of a record 
represents the number of tracks (or cylinders) the record occupies. The seek delay 
function d&, j) is given by 
&(i, i) = (4) 
Substituting (4) into (1) and simplifying, we derive the expected seek cost function 
C&S) to be 
~~(S)=~pi(zi-pi)+2~b(~iPi)(&iP:)* 
i i 
(5) 
If Cn(S) is expressed in terms of C=(S), then the formula 
CD(S) = CT(S) -c p: 
relates the two problems. Since the difference between the two expected seek cost 
functions is independent of the arrangement, an optimal arrangement for one 
problem will be an optimal arrangement for the other. Thus, it is sufficient o study 
one of these two expected seek cost functions. We choose to study the cost function 
(Z’r(S). An opt.imal arrangement So is an arrangement which satisfies C(So) Q C(S) 
for all possible arrangements S. We are interested in devising fast algorithms ,T?rhich 
will determine an optimal a:,‘~ angement for any given set of records. 
Finding an optimal arrangement for a set of equal-length records is a rela.tively 
easy task. It is known [l, 4, 6, 31 that an optimal arrangement can be obtained by 
arrangmg the records so thas the access probabilities form an ‘organ-pipe arrange- 
ment’. That is, the record wit& the highest access probability is placed in the m:iddle 
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and record? with successively lower probabilities are placed adjacently on alternate 
sides. Finding an optimal arrangement for a set of equa!-access-probability records is 
equally easy. One can easily verify from the cost function that an cptimal arrange- 
ment can be obtained by arranging the records SC that the reciprocals cf record 
lengths form an organ-pipe arrangement (i.e. the shortest record is placed in the 
middle and successively longer ones are placed adjacently on alternate sides). These 
results seem to indicate that an optimal arrangement for the general case can be 
obtained by arranging the records SC that the ratios pi/Z; form an organ-pipe 
artangement. In the next section we shall show that this is not true and that finding an 
optimal arrangement is NP-hard. 
To a certain extent, the problem to be analyzed in this paper has also been studied 
by Cody [2]. Although the expected seek cost function he used is difIel*ent from curs, 
it is easily seen that they differ only by a constant which is independent of the 
arrangement. We showed that arranging records SC that the ratios PJli form an 
organ-pipe arrangement does not always give optimal sclutions. Finallv, he gave 
conditions under which the expected seek cost can be lowered by inarchecging two 
records that are separated by at most two records. 
TV organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we shall give some 
cl.aracterizaticns of an optimal arrangement and show that finding an optimal 
arrangement is NP-hard. In Section 3, we shall derive an upper bcu,sd on the ratio cf 
the expested seek costs of two arbitrary arrangements and exhibit examples to show 
that the bound is essentially the best possible. We then bound the performance of an 
arbitrary ‘bell-shaped’ arrangement with respect to optimal solutions. Finally, we 
make some concluding remarks in the last section. 
2,. Characteristics of optimal arrongemeds 
We begin by giving some characterizations of an optimal arrangement. In addition 
to simplifying cur proof of NP-completeness, these results can be quite useful when 
branch-and-bound techniques are used to obtain exact solutions. First, we derive a 
fcrmula for the change in expected seek cost when two adjacent Pecords are 
interchanged. 
Lemmrn 1. Lets’ be obtained from S by inrarchanging the records atposition tand t + 1, 
w,here IGtGn-I. Then weriave 
Roof. Let the functions L and R be defined as fcllcws: 
(6) 
L(i) = E pj and R(i)= c Pj 
jCi j>i 
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Then 
C(S’)=Cpiii+2 C liL(i)R(i) 
;21,+1L;;;;b::R(t+ 1)]+2~*[~(t)+p,+l]R~t+ 1) 
and 
C{S)=CpjZi+is ,,z, 1 Ii~(i)R(i)+21,Llt)R(t)+21,+1L(t+l:,~(g+l). 
i I* 
Using L(t+ 1) =L(t)+p, and R(t)=R(t+l)+pt+r we have 
C(S)- C(S) = 2&(t) -R(c+ l))(pJ,+1 -p,+J,). 
Lemma 1 is really a corollary to a more general emma that we state here without 
proof. The interested reader will find the proof in LS]. 
Lemma 2. Let S’ be obtained from S by interchanging i;‘ze records car positions t and t’, 
where 1 =G t < t’ G P Then we have 
C(S) - C(S) = 2[D&, t’)&(t, t’) +.D2(t, t’)R2(t, tyF (7) 
where 
D* 0, t’) = pr - pr*. D2(t, t’) = C pi - C Pi 
i<r ix’ 
R&, I’) = C C %G,i) 
t<i<t’-1 i<:j<t’ 
R2(4 0 = tezt, W3(h 0 + p. Sk ih 
and 
MU,1 v,) = p,l, - PJU. 
Lemma 1 appears as Theorem 4.1 in Cody’s thesis [2]. From Lemma 1, we can see 
that the expected seek cost is lowered by interchanging the records at positions t and 
t + 1 if pJ& <P~+I/&+I and Er.:; pi >E’ l>r+l pt or ~41~ >P~+I/&+I and Cter pi < 
c i>p+l pi. If pdil “p :+L It+l, tkt:re is no change in expected seek cost when the two / 
records are interchanged. Thus, it follows that if pi/1i = pi/l] for all 1 c i, 1 d n, then all 
arrangements give the same cost. 
The record(s) with the highest pi/l! ratio play an important role in the optimal 
arrangement. Our next result shows that <these r cords must be placed contiguously 
in an optimal arrangement. That is, if there are Y + 1 records with the highest pi/li 
ratio, then they mubt. be placed in positfon;r h, A + I, . . . , h -t r for some 1 G h G n - r. 
Moreover, the optimal arrangement is in a class of arrangements which we call the 
‘bell-shaped’ arrangements. An arrangement isbell-shaped if there exists a position 
!I (la12sn) such that p1/11=z~*~6pk/lk 2 l l l %pJi,. *Qs can be seen, the 
arrangement is bell-shaped with respect o the pilli ratios. 
B 3. Let&-, be an optimal arrangementofa set of records with access probabilities 
{Pl, . . . , p,,) and the corresponding letagths (11, . . , , I,,). Let there be r -I- 1 records with 
the highest pi/l: ratio. Then we have 
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(a) the records with the highest pi/l! ratio are placed in positions h, h + 1, I , . , h + r in 
Soforsome l<han-r, 
Proof. We proceed lto prove part (a) by contradiction. Assume that So is an optimal 
arrangement which does not satisfy (a). Let x and y be the leftmost and rightmost 
positions respectively in So such that px/lr = py/l, = max{pi/li}. Let u and v be the 
leftmost and rightmost positions respectively in So such that pJZ, c max{pi/Zi}, 
p,/l, <ma{pi/li} and x C u G v C y. If ciCU_l pi CC!,U pi, then by Lemma 1, inter- 
changing the records at positions u - 1 and u will give a smaller expected seek cost. 
On the: other hand, if Ci<u_l pi aCi>u pi, then we must have xi<” pi ~Ci>~+l pi. 
Again, by Lemma l, we obtain a smaller expected seek cost by interchanging the 
records at positi0n.s v and u + 1. Thus, So cannot be an optimal arrangement. 
Part (b) is obtained from the observation that if it were not true, then interchanging 
the records at positions h -I- r and h + r + 1 would give a smaller expected seek cost. 
Fart (c) is obtained similarly, this time interchanging the records at positions h - 1 
and h. Finally, part (d) is proved using an argument similar to that in (a). If the 
assertion is not true, there must. exist eilther a position t -=c h - I such that &/I > 
p,+J&+l or a position E> h + r such that p,/l, ~p~+~/l,+~. In either case the cost can 
be lowered by swapping the records at positi.ons (t f 1) and t (this fol!ows from 
Lemma 1 and parts (b) and (c)). 
The results in Lemma 3 reduce greatly the number of arrangements needed to be 
examined in a search for optimal arrangements. Specifically, if there are r + 1 records 
with the highest pi/Zi ratio, then the number of arrangements needed to be examined 
is at most 2(“-r-2) . This number may be further reduced by effective use of (b) and (c) 
in Lemma 3. This is a significant improvement over the brute force approach where 
n !/2 arbitrary arrangements need to be examined to find the optimal arrangement. 
Ahhough there appears to be a lot of structure in the optimal arrangement, the 
p:oblem of finding it feems to be quite difficult. Specifically, we show that the 
language recognition version of this problem is NP-complete. We define the 
ALLOCATION problem as follows: 
ALLOCATION. Given a number K and (a set of records with access probabilllities 
(k, . . . , pn} and lengths <1,, . . . , in}, is there an arrarigement S of the records such 
,that C(S) d K? 
We shall1 reduce the PARTITION problem to the ALLOCATION problem. The 
PARIITION problem ha.5 been shown to be NP-complete [3,7] and is defined as 
follows: 
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PARETIION. Given a set of integers A = (a I, . . . , a,), is there a partition (A 1, AZ) of 
the integers in A such that xaiEA, Qi -7 Calf.,+ ai? 
Theorem 1. The ALLOCATION probiem is NP-complete. 
Proof. ]It is easy to see that the ALLOCATION problem is in NJ?. To complete the 
proof, we shall show that the PARTITICBIV probiem is polynomially reducible to the 
ALLOCATION problem, Given an instance A = (al, . . . , Q”} of the PARTITION prob- 
lem, w’s construct an mstanc, - p r of the ALLOCATION problem with ?z + 1 records 
@Mz J l l I?,+*} as follows: Let a,,+1 = 2 and z =Cirn+r ai. Let p(i) = G/Z for 
i=l,. “, n+l.LetI(i)=ajyfori=l,..., n, and let l(rr + 1) = y, for a value of y to 
be determined. Let S be some arrangement of {RI& l - - R”+I} as before, let 
pi = p@(i)) and ii = IQ(i)). Let u be the position of record Rn+l, i.e. S(U) = n + I. 
Then C’:(S) =Ci p&i + 2 Ci li(Cj<i ~i)rx,,~ pi). Separating out the terms that involve 
!,, we have 
NOW consider the modified instance I’, which is the same as I except that 
Z’(n + 1) L-= 2y. Since /&+r/Zk+l =pi/li for i = 1, . . , , n, from the discnssicn following 
Lemmas 1 and 2, any arrangement of instance I’ is optimal. Hence &(S) is 
independent of S. Now, we note that 
G(S) - G(S) = (& -l:)[Pu +2(zu Pi)( ,& Pi)] 
Thus CI(S) will be minimum when (~j~,pi)(Ci>,~i) is maxiraum i.e., when 
Hence we choose 
and y = 4z2, SO that K is an integer. 
Thus an arrangement is of cost SK iff there is a partition. 
3. Heuristics and ge 
Since the ALLOCATION problem is YP-complete9 there is a need for (levising good 
approximation algorithms which compute near-optimal solutions in an acceptable 
amount of computing time. We first present the following theorem: 
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Theorem 2. Let S’ Lerr,d S” be any two arrangements of a .set of records with acxess 
probabilities {pl, . . . , pa} and lengths (II, . . . , I,,). l%en we have 
C(S’)lC(S”) ‘c (1 +PmiJlC2Pmin), 
where Pmin = minis,,{ p,f}. Moreover, for every odd n a 3, there are sets; of records for 
w&h the ratio C(S’)/C(S’) can approach 1/(2p,iJ +$pmin arbitrarily closely. 
Proof. Let pi and p:! denote the access probabilities of records assitmed to the ith 
position in the arrangements S’ and S” respectively, and let rf hnd I: denote the 
corresponding lengths. Since Ci pial = Ci p:!Zy, we have 
_ = 1 + C(S’) - C(S’? C(S? 
C(S”) C(S”) 
2 c c( c P;)(gP:) 
= 1 : i<iCn j<i 
-2 p<$<n l$ciPP)(p’r) 
np: +2 l~<“l~(,L+iP&.iP:) 
_--..- 
i 
<1+ 
2 c c( c P$(&P$ 
lCi<n jCi 
c CPf 
i 
Now 
s&Jllpmin -? -1) P~tl/Pmin-1) -= 
4 4 - 
(9) 
Substituting (91) into (8), we obtain 
al : (l/Pmin-l.)_l+Ptnina 
2 2Pmin 
To show t.h:rt he ratio C(S’)/C(S”) can approach I/( 2~~~~~) +&I,in arbitrarily 
closely, we consider the set of n = 2m + 1 records with a.ccess probalbilities (e, (l- 
e)/(ro - l), I . .I (1 - e)/(n -- 1)) and the corresponding lengths, (x/e, 1, . . . , I), where 
e is smaller than (1 -e)/(n - 1) and x is a large positive number. Let S”’ be the 
arrangement where the records are arranged as listed above. We have C(F) = 
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x + (1 - e) c 2f(e, n ), where f(e, n) is a function of just e and n. Let S’ be the 
arrangement where the record with access probability e is placed in the middle. We 
have C(S’) = x + (i - ,-)+[x(l -e)2]/~2e)+2g(e, n), whereg(e, n)isq;aintfunction 
of e and II only. !‘3y chcosing x: large ensough, the ratio C(S’)/C(S”) (: m br: made to 
approach 1/‘(2e) + $e arbitrarily closely. Since e = minic,{pi}, we h;lere the desired 
result. 
The second half of Theorem 2 shows that an arbitrary arrangement can perform 
quite poorly m comparison with an optimal arrangement- Since it is known from 
Lemma d th It an optimal arrangement isa bell-shaped atraugement, ix is interesting 
to see how an arbitrary bell-shaped arrangement might compare with an optimal 
arrangement. Before we derive this result, we need to introduce a dit?i:rent notation 
for representing bell-shaped arrangements and their ex,.ected seek crBst. 
Let pi and 1: be respectively the access probability and length rrf record Ri. We shall 
index the relcords RI, . . . , R, so that pl/lla ~=r.‘12 a m l l 3 pn/Zn. With this indexing, 
any bell-shaped arrangement can be, represented by an n-tuple B = (br, . . . ) b,), 
where 61= 1 and 
I 
&$=II f i record Ri is placed to ths right of RI, 
10 if record Ri is placed to the left of RI, 
for i=2,..., n. Since pilli bpi+l/li+* for 1 d i *C n, t’lere exist n nonnegative 
numbers, dj (1 ~j G n), ouch that li can be expressed as /i = pi(Cj=d i/pi) for each 
1 s i G n. With t% notation, we can rewrite the expected see!c cost function as 
follows 
c(B) = C ((di/Pi) C Pj(Pj + 2gi)) 
i jai 
where 
(10) 
E(j) = kcjpks VI(~) = c bkpk and 
k>j 
v2(i) = k&t1 -b&k 
The above formula can be obtained by a direct suostitution of Zi = picf,i dj/p,) into 
the expected seek (cost forlr,ula (3). We shall omit the derivation of this formula, 
trusting the reader can derive it without any difficulty. Using this cost formula, we can 
now bound the performance of a:1 arbitrary bell-shaped arrangement with respect o 
an optimal arrangement. 
Tltiemm 3. Let B’ and Et” be any two bell-shapea’ arrangements of a set o,fn records. 
Then we have 
C(B’)/C(B”) s 1 +$n. 
roof. Let B’ = (b;, . . . ,bL) and B”=(br, . . , , 6:) be any two bell-shaped 
arrangements of a set of n records. Then we have 
_=,+w’)-wN~ 1+ C(B’) 
2 z (dJm)E(i) %‘~(i) Wl(i) 
i I -.--.= 
C(B”) C(B”) 
IX ( (dill+)zi p&i +2g:! )) 
0’ 
(w 
where 
WI(i)= C (by -h;)pjs Wz(i) = C (I -‘-by -bi)pj, 
jai jai 
,g’1! = bY[E(j) f V$(j>]V’i(j) -I- (1 - b’l)[E(j’) + vi(j)]v;(j), 
E(j) = k:i P*r VI(j)= C b&k and Vg(j)=k;j(l-b’[)p,. k’j 
The derivation of this formula can be found in 14ppendix A. 
Since one of the terms (bj’ - bi) and (1 -by - bf) must be zero for each ‘1 G j s n, 
:we have WI(~) W&) d (cjzi pi/2)2. .By Cauchy’s inequality, we have (ciai pil2)‘s 
in -i’ + 1)(Cj,ip7)/4. Therefore, WI(~) W?(i)< (n -i + l)(cj,iPf)/4. Substituting 
&is inequality into formula (ll), a!ong wi:h the observation that E(i) c 1 for all 
.Ifign, wederive I 
! 
C (di/pi)E(i) WI(i) Wz(iI 
I --.._- 
((dilh) C pj(pj +2g’)) jat 
2[ C!dilpi)(n - i + I!( C pf))/4] 
4+---J- jai 
<l+ 
n[ $ (M/pi) C 1.6) ] 
j>si . 
2 [ ( F (4lPi) C(pi’ + 2Pjd’) jai )I 
Since an optimal arrangement is a bell-shaped arrangement, tihe bound in 
Theolrem 3 also serves as a bound for the performance of an arbitrary bell-shaped 
arrangement with respect to an optimal arrangement. 
The Theorems 2 and 3 together give the following corollary: 
Corolky. Let B be any bell-shaped arrangement of a set 0-f rl records and Ie! SO be an 
optimal arrangement. Then, 
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-Although the bound appears to be quite large, we have been unable to find 
examples for which the ratio is larger than 2. Through a detailed case analysis, we 
have shown that the bound is in fact 2 for all n S 4 and we conjecture +.at it holds for 
all n. 
In addition to the bell-shaped arrangements, we have studied a coup4e of heuristics 
which are intuitively quite appealing. The first one arranges the records SO that the 
ratios pi/Zi form an organ-pipe arrangement. Since the arrangement ( tbtained from 
this heuristic is a bell-shaped arrangement, he bound in Theorem 3 also applies to 
this heuristic. The following is the worst case example that we have found for this 
heuristic and it achieves a ratio of 1.991. Let n = 4, p(l) = 0.997999, p(2) = 0.001, 
p(3) = 0.000001 and ~(4) = 0.001; J(l) = 0.000001, Z(2) = lOOOO.O,, ,!(3) = 10,l and 
E(4) = 10101.0. Then the costs of organ pipe and optimal arrangeme.lt are 40.061 
;md 20.121, respectively. The second heuristic that we considered constructs two 
arrangements and chooses the better of the two as the final1 arrangement. The first is 
an organ-pipe arrangement by access probabilities and thre second is an organ-pipe 
arrangement by the reciprocals of record lengths. We have shown that the worst-case 
performance of this heuristic with respect o optimal solutions is bounded above by 
min(u 2/ b 2 , c/d), where a = madpi}, b := min(pij, c = max{li}, and $ == min(&}. 
However, we feel that this may not be a tight bound as the worst-case xample we 
have found achieves a ratio of 1.1447. Consider the case when iz = 5, a(l) = 0.39, 
g(2) = 0.25, p(3) = 0.19, p(4) = 0.09 and p(5) = O,O4; I(1 1= 8.0, Z(2) = 64.0, f(3) = 
15.0, l(4) = 16.0 and l(5) = 32.0. The costs of the fi.:rst and second arrangements are 
33.947 and 32.586, respectively. The optimal arrangement (I&, RI? P,, Rq, &) has 
a cost of 28.466. The difficulties we encountered in deriving a tight bound for this 
heuristic lie in the fact that there appears to be no apparent relationship between the 
two arrangements. 
We note that the two heuristics mentioned above are incomparable in the sense 
that there are examples in which one hruristic performs better than the other, and 
conversely. Surprisingly, the worst-case xample we have been able to find for the 
second heuristic has a performance ratio far less than that of the first one, We have 
done some experiments using randomly generated access probabilities and record 
lengths to get a feel for the average performance of these two heuristics. Both 
heuristics perform quite well in comparison with optimal solutions, with the first 
heuristic outperforming the second in 19 out of 20 cases, 
4. Conchding remrlrks 
We have studied the problem of allocating a set of records on an auxiliary storage 
device so as to minimize the expected seek delay time. We have shown that the 
problem of finding an opt:imal arrangement isNP-hard and hence it is unlikely that a 
polynomial-time algorithm exists for this problem. We then showed that an arbitrary 
arrangement can perform quite poorly in comparison with optimal solutions. 
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Motivated by the computational complexity of rhis problem and the fact that a bad 
arrangement can have expected seek cost many-fold larger than an optimal 
arrangement, we analyzed the class of bell-shaped arrangements and bounded the 
performance of an arbitrary arrangement in this class with respect to optimal 
solutions. The bound was shown to be min{(l +PmiJ/2Pmin, 1 + fn} where pmin is the 
smallest access probability and n is the number of records. We conjecture that this 
bound is not the best possible and that the best bound would probably be 2. If our 
conjecture is indeed true, then bell-shaped arrangements provide satisfactory 
approximate solutions to our problem. 
Appendix A. Derivation of formula (11) 
To derive formula (1 l), all we need to show is 
C(H) - C(B”) = 2 c (c&/pJEfi) WI(i) W2G) 
i 
(32) 
where E(i)=CiCipi, W~(i)=~jsi (b~-b~)pj and Wz(i)=Ci3, (1 -br-b,?~j. 
Substituting I?’ and B” into formula (10) and forming the difference C(B’)- 
C(B”), we obtain 
C(B’)-CCB”)=2 C (4lPi) C Pj(gj -g:!), 
i j_‘i 
(13) 
where 
gj =bj[E(j)+ v;(ji]v; (j)+(l-b;)CE(j)+ vi (j)lVG (i), 
g; =b;[E(j)+ Vz”(j)]V~(l)+(l-bl!)tE(j)+ V;(i)]Vz”(i), 
and 
Vi (j) = G b&k, VG W = C (1 -GApk, 
kzj k>j 
V,“(j)=k~,(l-6;)~k. 
Ifthefactsthatb~+(l-b~)=l.andb~+(1-b:!)=1foralliareuseti,then 
gi :=E(j)V$(j)+ V&(j)V; (jj, and gy =E(j)VG(j)+ V,“(j!Vy(j), 
where 
Vi(j)= k:j[bib; +(I-b~)U-bL)lpk, 
and 
V; (j; = 1 [bib; +(I - b;)(l- b;)]pk. 
kr;-j 
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Thus* gi -gy becomes 
d -sr = E(j)[ vi (j) - v,” (j)] + vi (j) vi lib vz (iI VI (i’. 
If the second half of this is expanded and the fact that a2 - b2 = (a - bJ ( a + b) is used, 
then 
where Fl(iZ = xk>j (142 - b&k and F&i) =& (1 - b[ - bL)pk. It is not difficult to 
verify that 
V’; (j) - V; !j) = (1 -by -b;)&(j)+ (b; - b;)Fz(j). 
If all of the above z.r e used, then gi - g; becomes 
Substituting the above into formula (13), changing the order ci summation so that 
= k;ipk &p,[(l -b; -b;)&i(i)+(b; -b~MWl 
and combining terms gives 
C (B’) - C(B”) = 2 C (di/pi) 
E(ij[Ql(i) -I- Q2(i)] + I: Pk[cw + 1) -+ cm + l)J 
idtcn 
k;ri 
(14) 
where C?l(j) = CIBi P& - 61 - bj IFI and C?;?(j) = Zr,ip,(bl’ - bf F’zU). 
If the order of summations in C&(j) is changed SO that 
=zjMi -bi) jc~c,pdl-b~-b8 * 
and using the observation that (6: -b;)(I-b;-bi)=O for all l~lcn, then we 
have 
2(j) =Fllj- UF2&- 1). 
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Substituting the above into formula (14), we. obtain 
= 2 C (dj/pj)E(j) Wdi) W(j), 
I 
since W,(i) = F’l(i - 1) and W,(i) = &(i - 1). 
PI 
P! 
PI 
r41 
Pl 
PI 
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